The use of human tissue in asthma research
Background
Respiratory conditions such as asthma and COPD remain areas of significant unmet
medical need, with few new drugs making it to the clinic in the past 50 years. Many
promising drugs that perform well in preclinical animal studies fail in humans due to
lack of safety and/or efficacy; suggesting the current preclinical testing strategy,
focussing on in vivo models which do not recapitulate the complexity of the human
disease, is not sophisticated enough to meet today’s respiratory drug development
needs. A new approach to drug discovery and development in this area is necessary.
Recognising this need, the NC3Rs organised a joint workshop with the MRC in 2009
where delegates were tasked with devising a framework to support the development
and application of more physiologically relevant models of the disease for basic and
applied research. To move these aspirations forward, we convened the NC3Rs Asthma
Advisory Group (AAG) to help establish a programme of work to translate these ideas
into practice and to ensure that the activities undertaken by the NC3Rs accurately
represent the needs of the asthma research community.
Asthma is a disease unique to humans, and as such the development and application
of human tissue-based approaches with which to study the disease was considered a
priority by the AAG.

Survey – Summary of Method
To understand the current level of human tissue use in asthma research and drug
development, the NC3Rs, in collaboration with Asthma UK, the UK Respiratory
Research Collaborative (UKRRC) and the UK Human Tissue Authority (HTA), conducted
a survey of asthma research scientists. The questionnaire was devised by the AAG and
distributed as an online survey through the partner networks and others, including the
British Thoracic Society and the British Association for Lung Research. The survey was
divided into sections to capture information on (i) the way human lung tissue is
currently used in asthma research, (ii) the level of knowledge surrounding the
regulatory requirements and guidance on human tissue use, and (iii) the perceived
barriers to wider uptake of human tissue-based approaches in asthma research.
For the purpose of this survey, human tissue was defined as:
Human tissues/cells obtained from surgical procedures or from bronchoscopy, or from
people that have died and which is surplus to clinical requirement and which has been
obtained with the consent of the next of kin. This does not include immortalised cells or
cryopreserved material readily available from cell/tissue repositories.
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The data frrom this su
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a
adoption off this researrch tool.
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c
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were princiipal investigators
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Figure 1. Breakdown
n of respondennts by sector in which
they wo
ork, and position they hold..
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Current us
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a research
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c
community,, with over 86% of re
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s reporting
g that they use human tissue in
n
s
some capa
acity. Mostt common
nly this is used alon
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mortalised cells and
d
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cryopreserv
ved materia
al (41%), or in combina
ation with animal reseaarch (32%).
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The survey indicated that
t
a varietty of researrch questio
ons are currrently answ
wered using
g
ffresh huma
an tissue. The
T
areas sstudied usin
ng this research tool include im
mmunology,,
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physiology, pharmacology, genettics and epiigenetics, and
a compouund evaluattion.
T
The most commonly
c
used hum an materia
al (figure 2)), both dise
eased and normal, is
s
p
primary cellls followed by tissue ssections and, to a smaller extent, sputum and biofluids..
T
This reflectts the ease
e of obtainiing this typ
pe of tissue
e in compaarison to la
arger, more
e
c
complex tis
ssues such as whole l ung and tis
ssue slices, which can
n only be gained from
m
o
operations or post-mo
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Figure 2: The type
t
of norma
al and disease
ed human matterial that is cu
urrently used in asthma res
search. 87%
o
of respondentts answered th
his question.
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en asked w
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s whole lun
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Figure 3: The type
t
of norma
al and disease
ed human matterial that resp
pondents wouuld like to use in their
a
asthma researrch programm
mes. 87% of re
espondents answered
a
this question.

R
Respondents were en
ncouraged to leave additional
a
comments
c
regarding the tissue
e
tthey would like to use
e. Responsses demon
nstrated tha
at tissue iss currently difficult to
o
a
access, witth normal tissue bein
ng in such
h high dem
mand that there is not enough
h
a
available to
o support sttudies. Resspondents also
a
indicatted a desirre to use larger tissue
e
s
samples, su
uch as wed
dge resecttions, in order to provide enoug
gh tissue for multiple
e
e
experiments.
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Barriers
The following survey questions were designed to understand the reasons for the
differences between what is currently used (see figure 2) and what researchers would
like to use (see figure 3). Respondents were provided with a series of statements
concerning potential barriers, and were asked to select all that applied.
What are the main barriers to using fresh human tissue in asthma
research?

Percentage

Lack of access to a regular supply of good quality, fresh normal tissue

69.5%

Lack of access to a regular supply of good quality, fresh diseased
tissue

62.7%

The practical issues related to the acquisition and storage of human
tissue

59.3%

The regulatory requirements for the removal, storage and use of
human tissues

44.1%

There is insufficient funding available to support research programmes
using fresh human tissue

32.2%

Difficulty in predicting activity in isolated tissue compared to the
complex integrated in vivo situation

25.4%

Difficulty in publishing human tissue-based research in high-impact
journals

23.7%

Comparability of data generated using human tissue with existing
animal data

20.3%

Requirement by the regulatory authorities for in vivo animal efficacy/
safety data in pharmaceutical development to support human trials

11.9%

Lack of specific expertise in human tissue-based research

5.1%

I am not aware of any barriers

5.1%

Table 1: The main barriers to using fresh human tissue in asthma research. 100% of respondents
answered this question.

As highlighted in table 1, the main barrier to using fresh human tissue is the availability
of material. Another widely perceived barrier is the practical issues related to the
acquisition and storage of tissue. Given the number of respondents using human
tissue already, it may be possible to overcome these barriers by providing some
guidance and sharing experiences. Overall, the barriers can be divided into practical,
scientific and regulatory groups.
As a related question, respondents were asked what would enable them to use more
human tissue in their research (Table 2). The majority believed that greater access to
tissue would have the biggest impact. Increased funding and evidence that human
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tissue-based approaches are more predictive than animal models were also selected
by a large number of respondents.

What would enable you to use more human tissue as part of your
asthma research programme?

Percentage

Access to a reliable supply of functional normal tissue

71.2%

Access to a reliable supply of functional diseased tissue

71.2%

Increased specific funding for human tissue research programmes

55.9%

Evidence that human tissue-based methods are more predictive than
current animal models

45.8%

More opportunities for dialogue with the agencies that regulate the
removal, storage and use of human tissues for research

35.6%

A change in journal publishing policies to more readily publish human
tissue-based research

30.5%

Clearer guidance on the regulatory requirements for the removal,
storage and use of human tissues

25.4%

Greater acceptance by the pharmaceutical industry regulatory
authorities of efficacy/ safety data generated using human tissue

18.6%

Nothing, my research requires the use of complex, integrated whole
animal systems

3.4%

Table 2: Changes that would enable greater use of fresh human tissue in asthma research. 100% of
respondents answered this question.

Regulatory framework
The following section was designed to better understand the asthma research
community’s view of the regulatory framework around accessing and using human
tissue for research. Respondents were asked questions regarding the level of
information within the framework (Figure 4), and were presented with a series of
statements on the guidelines and asked to indicate the level of their agreement with
each statement (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Impre
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c
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Figure 5: To what extent do respondentss agree with th
he listed statements regard
ding the regula
atory
framework surrrounding the use of human
n tissue in res
search? 100%
% of respondennts answered
d this
q
question. No respondents
r
selected
s
‘stron
ngly agree’ to
o any of the sttatements.
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Respondents were inv
vited to leavve any add
ditional com
mments reg
garding the regulatory
y
fframework. Commentts were vvaried with
h some suggesting that the regulatory
y
fframework is difficult to
t navigate
e and strea
amlining is required,
r
an
s
thatt
nd others saying
tthe requirem
ments are not difficultt or unduly complicate
ed but the process is very time-c
consuming and more clarity
c
in the
e guidelines
s is required.
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Knowledge
e surround
ding the re
egulatory guidelines
g
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ovided with
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ndicate which were classified ass ‘relevant material’
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m
covered by th
he Human Tissue
T
Act,,
(2004).
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Figure 6: Resp
ponses to the question “Wh
hat is considered relevant material
m
coverred by the hum
man Tissue
A
Act 2004?” Th
he percentage
e of responde
ents who correctly identified whether a p
particular material was
c
considered relevant or not is indicated w
within the apprropriate bar. 100%
1
of respo
ondents answ
wered this
q
question.

In general, there was a high leve
el of aware
eness among respond
dents regarding whatt
ttissue is cla
assed as ‘re
elevant ma terial’ acco
ording to th
he Human T
Tissue Act (2004). Forr
c
clarification
n, ‘gametes
s’ are a reg
gulated ma
aterial, but this is covvered by the
t
Human
n
F
Fertilisation
n and Embry
yology Act (1990), nott the Human
n Tissue Acct (2004).
T
To determin
ne the level of understtanding around consent, survey rrespondentts were
p
presented with
w a series of nine sttatements and
a asked to identify w
which were true and
w
which were false. Resp
ponses are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Resp
ponses to the
e question “W
Which of the following stattements regaarding consen
nt are true orr
false?” The co
orrect answerr, and the perrcentage of re
espondents who
w correctly identified this
s, is indicated
d
b
by a data label within the ap
ppropriate barr. 100% of res
spondents ans
swered this quuestion.
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Figure 8 sh
hows the in
nteraction that respo
ondents have had witth the Hum
man Tissue
e
A
Authority in
n the 12 mo
onths prece
eding the survey.
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Respondents w
were able to select alll
a
answers that applied. 71% do n
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a
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s
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ch.
ncludes eig
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Figure 8: Resp
ponses to the question: “Wh
hat interaction
n have you ha
ad with the hum
man Tissue Authority
A
in
the last 12 mo
onths?” 100% of responden
nts answered this question.
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Access to human tissue
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owledge off
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biobanks an
nd tissue repositoriess. The first was “how much, if an
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o you know
w
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w
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w
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a
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Figure 9: How much, if anyth
hing, do you kknow about th
he existence of
o biobanks/tisssue reposito
ories and
w
what fresh hum
man material is
i contained in
n them? 100%
% of responde
ents answered
d this questio
on.

O
Over 95% of
o researche
ers questio
oned were aware
a
of the
e existence
e of biobank
ks, and
a
almost 80%
% have some knowledg
ge (know a fair
f amountt or know juust a little) of
o what
m
material is available
a
in them.
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Figure 10: Whiich resources
s do you use to
o access hum
man tissue for asthma reseaarch? 100% of
o
rrespondents answered
a
this
s question.
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Respondents were asked
tthe questio
on: “If ava
ailable,
h
how likely would
w
you be to
a
access a UK-based
d lung
ttissue bio
o-resource//tissue
n
network to
o obtain fresh
h
human tis
ssue for your
res
a
asthma
search
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programme
e?”
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search progra
amme? 100% of responden
nts
answered this question.
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Finally, the responden
r
ts were pro
ovided with a series off four state ments rega
arding theirr
o
opinions on
n the potential impact of using hu
uman tissue
e in asthmaa research, and asked
d
tto indicate their level of agreem
ment with ea
ach statem
ment. As sh
hown in figu
ure 12, the
e
m
majority off researche
ers survey ed believe
e an increa
ased use o
of human tissue willl
in
ncrease ou
ur understa
anding of the pathob
biology of asthma (9
93.4%), spe
eed up the
e
d
development of new th
herapies (8
88.4%), help
p develop more
m
predicctive animal models off
a
asthma (81..7%) and reduce the n umber of animals used
d for asthm
ma research
h (75.1%).
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Figure 12: Potential impact of using more
e human tissu
ue-based apprroaches in astthma research. 100% of
rrespondents answered
a
this
s question.
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Summary
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The data presented
p
in this repo
ort indicate
es that asthma resea rchers alre
eady use a
rrange of human tissue
es as part off their research progra
ammes and
d that there
e is a desire
e
tto utilise more, especially larger tissue sec
ctions or wh
hole lungs, which are difficult to
o
s
source. Re
espondents
s believe that the benefits of
o this incclude adva
ancing ourr
u
understanding of asthm
ma and pottentially red
ducing reliance on currrent animal models.
H
However, despite the widespread
d use of hu
uman tissues, the surv
rvey has hig
ghlighted a
n
number of barriers, bo
oth real an d perceive
ed, to the wider
w
adopttion of hum
man tissue-b
based apprroaches. Th
he main baarriers are the
t
comple
ex regulato
ory framewo
ork around
d
u
using huma
an tissue for
f researc
ch, and ac
ccess to a reliable suupply of normal
n
and
d
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diseased tissue. Overall, the barriers can be broadly grouped into several topics:
access, funding, regulations, and validation.
Tackling these barriers has the potential to improve the uptake of human tissue-based
approaches for respiratory disease research as a whole, and we suggest that the
following steps should be considered:
 Publishing the survey results in a peer reviewed journal
The aim of this would be to raise awareness and provide some guidance on how to
overcome some of the barriers to wider adoption of human tissue for asthma research.
The article would include the survey results and case studies of how researchers are
applying human tissues in their studies. The case studies would focus on how the
barriers highlighted in the survey have been overcome.
 A workshop for sharing experiences
Working with the Human Tissue Authority, the aim would be to bring together the
asthma community, the regulators, and researchers already using human tissue to
provide a forum to share information on how to overcome the barriers highlighted in
the survey. This would provide an opportunity to explore what flexibility exists to
streamline the regulatory framework.
Case studies for the publication may come from this workshop.
 Engaging with journal editors to encourage publishing human tissue studies
The survey highlighted that researchers experience difficulty publishing studies using
human tissues, preventing valuable information on the utility of these approaches
entering the public domain. Engaging with the relevant journal editors to understand
their views on human tissue studies and encouraging a change in practice, if
necessary, would begin to address this barrier
 Promoting a more networked approach to tissue supply
The survey results show that some researchers are able to access the necessary
tissue locally, whereas others are not able to do this. There are activities ongoing by
others
(e.g.
MRC
and
UK
Clinical
Research
Collaboration
http://www.ukcrc.org/research-infrastructure/experimental-medicine/funders-visionfor-human-tissue-resources/) to network together the publically available tissue banks
and tissue repositories and a similar initiative, the Lung Tissue Research Consortium
(LTRC), was launched by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH). Therefore, rather
than develop a separate programme of work, we should explore opportunities for
engaging with these groups and focus on disseminating the output to relevant
stakeholders. We believe that by implementing the above steps, a number of the
barriers indicated in this survey can be addressed, allowing for more widespread
uptake of human tissue-based approaches by the asthma research community.
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